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This piece premiered on Friday 30th September 2020 at Teatros del Canal in
Madrid, in the context of the creative residences Canal Baila.

ABOUT THE SHOW
“ Elkarrizketa Ilunak is an abstract choreography of huge formal beauty. It
tackles composition and images. Its physical work is polished. Its movement is
precise. It is full of talent and a step in the right direction for
Metamorphosis Dance.”
Omar Khan, Susy-Q

A trademark in Metamorphosis Dance's project is developing a very physical
choreographic vocabulary, influenced by the greatest choreographers of the 20
century. This entails looking tirelessly deep into the artistic possibilities
of a technique that deconstructs dassical physicality by incorporating
contemporary present-day elements whilst simultaneously coming from an
academic background

The urge to explore new forms of choreographic composition is the starting
point for Metamorphosis Dance's latest creation, Elkarrizketa lunak
("Conversations in the dark in Basque). The artistic couple Iratxe Ansa and
Igor Bacovich has come forward with a piece made up of very defined sections
and showing a personality of its own. Each section is inspired by something
different, which affects the dancing as well as the physicality, the music,
the lighting and the choreography itself

Elkarrizketa ilunak (Conversations in the dark") is an innovative show on a
choreographic level. On stage, Metamophosis Dance investigates its own
approach to choreographic composition. The company wants to approach
communication itself in this show. Its conversations on a physical level.
Dynamic actions and reactions of conflict, love, unrest.... which they express
not through speech, but through the body. The inspiration for the choreography
is the possibility or impossibility of communication. What happens when two
people taLk in the dark? By placing a conversation out of context, the type of
message changes. As put by the creators, "We want to explore how the context
can change communication. Even if you're still the same, the environment
you're in modifies the way you communicate. We investigated how to translate
this into choreographic composition itself for this production.”

The neon lights in the piece are another great breakthrough under the
company's belt. In Elkarrizketa llunak (Conversations in the dark), the stage
and lighting designs take center stage. They are two of the choreographic
elements, which gives the show a unique atmosphere and personality.
Metamorphosis Dance wanted to explore how light can create new spaces on
stage. Performers use the neon lights on the stage - they hang them up, use
them as screens, interact with their beams and shadows... As expressed by Igor
Bacovich: "We have brought Nicolas Fischtel's lighting design to the forefront
in our latest production. We had always wanted to make a more complex show
around light. Here we explore how it can create spaces, while keeping in mind
our main interest since movement, dynamics and choreographic composition are
most important for us." On a bare space lit by haunting neon lights five
performers dance a demanding choreography to a piano playing minimal
electronic music. Composer Francesco Tristano's music acts as a common thread
throughout Elkarrizketa Nunak ("Conversations in the dark).
Specialised in baroque music and contemporary composition, this piano virtuoso
showcases an array of original songs and piano covers of electro and Detroit
techno classics in his album Not for Piano. Elkarrizketa llunak's musical
choice features not only highlights from this work, but other electronic
pieces of Tristano's, as well as music by Liu Yiwel. These musicians hybrid,
technical, demanding and enthralling qualities further show how Metamorphosis
Dance experiments and crosses boundaries in the search for perfection at all
times.
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ABOUT THE DANCE COMPANY
Choreographer and dancer Iratxe Ansa has been a part of the best contemporary
dance companies for over twenty years, like Basel Ballet, Ballet Gulbenkian,
Nacho Duato's Compañia Nacional de Danza, Ballet de la Opéra de Lyon and
Anders Hellstrom's Nederlands Dans Theater During her career, she has worked
with renowned choreographers such as Nacho Duato, William Forsythe, Jiri
Kylian, Mats Ek Jacopo Godani, Johan Inger. Medhi Walerski, Crystal Pite. Ohad
Naharin. Wayne McGregor or Alexander Ekman, to name a few
In 2020, the Ministry of Culture of Spain recognised her artistic excellence
by awarding her the National Dance Award in the performance category.
Italian choreographer and dancer Igor Bacovich studied at Italian Accademia
Nazionale di danza and got his degree from CODARTS (Netherlands). In the
Netherlands he worked with choreographers like Bruno Listopad, Krisztina de
Chatel or Nanine Linning, among others. In 2014 he started to collaborate with
Iratxe Ansa in different projects, choreographing, dancing. teaching,
organising events and producing shows.
As stated by the makers in Metamorphosis Dance we have a premise- what's most
important is not what you do, but how you do it It's not about the end result,
but the process Our notion of dance comes down to that investigation, that
mystery That is where our true passion is. On a choreographic level, we share
this philosophy we believe in the art of dance very deeply. It is important.
Dance is something we need That's why in our work and n our method There is
always a start of tension. When we go in the studio, we enter a sacred space
We dive in a fully creative environment where you get lost and keep finding
new things. Ongoing investigation is our drive too. And they add, we have a
very explicit physical language. Dance is what we do plain and simple. For us,
striving for excellence never ends. What is actually fun for us in ongoing
investigation. Our passion leads us to always want to improve. And to be
demanding -we can't work otherwise."

PRESS
NEON LIGHTS
Omar Khan, Susy-Q
Igor Bacovich's and Irate Ansa's choreography Conversations in the Dark, premiered
knight An intelligent use of neon lights underlies its beauty.
Madrid, 30 September 2020

Though very young, formed in 2019 by Iratxe Ansa and Igor Bacovich,
Metamorphosis boasts credibility thanks to both of these choreographers and
dancers' long careers. Of Basque origins (hence the reason why this piece's
original title, Elkarrizketa Ilunak , is in that language), she is known for
her active involvement in Nacho Duato's CND and also the NDT in the
Netherlands. She has applied a part of their aesthetics and most of all the
precision and demanding physicality on dancers' bodies. This seems to exert a
dominating influence on her works with Bacovich.
Five dancers, including both of them, show skills, talent and endurance in
Conversaciones a oscuras, premiering tonight at Teatros del Canal’s Sala
Negra, as a part of Canal Baila’s programme. Abstract in essence, the
choreography seems full of influences and references, shifting at the speed of
light and morphing into duets, trios and group work during each of its
perfectly defined sections.
Eight neon tubes, both lighting and stage designs at the same time, are
central to the piece’s visual power. Hanging, held, on the floor, straight up,
horizontal, together or apart, they give each section a colour, an atmosphere,
an intention and personality. They seem to suggest things, they allow your
imagination to run free, and that is their originality. A dodgy road bar, an
unsettling interrogation room when one of them swings, a technological space,
an aseptic and sophisticated clinic, a spacecraft, a UFO airport, big
metropolises, science fiction, anticipation, a noble jedi knight’s sword...
All of that may cross your mind but the piece doesn’t speak about any of that
in particular.
Our imagination, so altered and conditioned by Netflix, aside, Elkarrizketa
Ilunak i s an abstract choreography of huge formal beauty. It tackles
composition and images. Its physical work is polished. Its movement is
precise. It is full of talent and a step in the right direction for
Metamorphosis Dance.
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Video
https://vimeo.com/468102752/86e5dde72e

Teaser
https://vimeo.com/469953771

Technical rider
https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1cnf_JXSEqFtn4gn_sD2KTQzseXhKDIR3/view?usp=sharing
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info@metamorphosis-dance.com
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www.metamorphosiswebpage.com

